
Instant personnel onboard
control, allowing immediate
and high precision rescue team
involvement and automatic
mustering control.

Made in Norway
By Scanreach

ConnectPOB
Connect to people onboard

A new era for
safety,muster and
POB control.

Onboard Wireless Connectivity



Save lives, reduce
accidents and
improve performance

Frommanual and
dangerous processes to
digitized processes providing
a new level of safety and POB
control.

During emergency
situations onboard
ships and rigs, gaining
POB control is a top
priority.

Existing solutions and
procedures are mainly
analogue, based on
manual headcounts and
paper sheets. This is a
time consuming and
complicated process
often leading to
dangerous situations
and potential loss of
lives. Delays in

identifying and locating
missing personnel leads
to delays in mobilising
assistance and
providing potentially
life-saving treatment.

Connect POB utilizes
smart ‘low power’
wireless IoT sensor
technology providing
on-board emergency
response teamswith an
immediate overview and
position of all personnel in
real time. This information
can be shared with

different locations – such
as fleetmanagement
offices, shipowner offices,
insurance companies,
coastal services and
rescue departments –
through cloud-based
services, enabling
enhanced decision
support and assistance in
emergencies.

A safe ship is a high
performing ship.

Efficient
rescue team
involvement

ConnectPOB

Connect to People Onboard

Four dollar toast
intelligentsia bespoke
tilde adaptogen flannel
raw denim, hashtag
pinterest raclette jean
shorts godard vaporware
everyday carry. Taiyaki
irony vinyl direct trade
before they sold out pork
belly hoodie kombucha,
cliche mlkshk.

Faster and better
coordinated emergency
handling and response.

Reduced time spent on
search and rescue.

More efficient and higher
quality safety training.

Fewer ineffective and
inaccurate manual
routines.

Cost efficient plug & play
installation. No cables
needed.

Meeting customer
expectations for safer and
more efficient operations.

Know where the crew is at
all times in distressed and
emergency situations.

Real time wireless solution.
Works well in confined
steel environments.



ConnectPOB

Connect to People Onboard

Connect wirelessly to people and the
environment on-board and get the
benefits of efficient emergency
handling, training and operations.

Digital Interfaces Wireless Nodes Wearables
Designed to deliver instant
situation overview with the

user’s goals in mind.

The building block for full
Onboard Wireless

Connectivity.

Personal distress alarm
and tracking during

emergency and training.

ConnectPOB Approvals &
certificates

DNV-GL type
approval

IP 66 & 67 (watertight)
-25°C to +70°C

Radio FCC, CE/RED
(Sub-Ghz & 2.4GHz)

ATEX and
IECEx IEC 6007009-0/-11



We are dedicated to using our
unique IoT sensor technology to
increase personnel safety, vessel
performance and help our clients
reduce their carbon footprint.

Our mission

ConnectPOB

Connect to People Onboard

Training
By using ConnctPOB built in
trainingmodule, one can
monitor performance in
training situation and replay
the complete act for debrief.

Reporting
ConnectPOB have a built-in
reportmodule providing
historical data ofmovement
and transactions when used
as a walk to work application.

Fall
ConnectPOB have a built-in
fall detection system to help
quick and accurate
response if a crewmember
fall or slips when using our
wearable.

MOB
ConnectPOB provides an
automatic alarm system
that detectsman overboard.

Want to know
more? Visit
scanreach.com
today.

Training

Reporting Fall

MOB

May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Additional
solutions:

Get an insight into
the long-term
direction, our plan,
vision and strategy
for the future.



Onboard Wireless Connectivity

ConnectPOB data brought onshore
provides instant POB control on a
fleet level improving emergency
management.

Connect to your
fleet’s onboard
wireless data.

ConnectFleet is included when
installing ConnectPOB onboard.



Scandinavian Reach Technologies AS
Skjenet 11, 5354 Straume, Norway

www.scanreach.com

sales@scanreach.com
+47 982 18 774

Main office Contact sales

Don’t hesitate
to contact us.


